In the popular sequence to sequence (seq2seq) neural machine translation (NMT), there exist many weighted sum models (WSMs), each of which takes a set of input and generates one output. However, the weights in a WSM are independent of each other and fixed for all inputs, suggesting that by ignoring different needs of inputs, the WSM lacks effective control on the influence of each input. In this paper, we propose adaptive weighting for WSMs to control the contribution of each input. Specifically, we apply adaptive weighting for both GRU and the output state in NMT. Experimentation on Chinese-to-English translation and English-to-German translation demonstrates that the proposed adaptive weighting is able to much improve translation accuracy by achieving significant improvement of 1.49 and 0.92 BLEU points for the two translation tasks. Moreover, we discuss in-depth on what type of information is encoded in the encoder and how information influences the generation of target words in the decoder.
Introduction
Recent advances in neural machine translation (NMT) have achieved remarkable success over the stateof-the-art of statistical machine translation (SMT) on various language pairs (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Jean et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017) . In the neural networks of seq2seq models, either RNN-based (Bahdanau et al., 2015) , CNN-based (Gehring et al., 2017) , or full attention-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) , there exist many scenarios in both encoder and decoder where a weighted sum model (WSM) takes a set of inputs and generate one output. As shown in Eq. 1, the WSM first combines k inputs (x 1 , · · · , x k ) with k respective weights (w 1 , · · · , w k ) and then non-linearizes it through an activation function f , such as tanh, sigmoid function, ReLU , and so on. In this paper we omit bias terms to make the equations less cluttered.
Note that the above weights (w 1 , · · · , w k ) are independent of each other and once the model is tuned, the weights are fixed for all inputs, suggesting that by ignoring different needs of the inputs, the WSM lacks effective control on the influence of each input.
Let us take a concrete scenario in seq2seq model as an example. Figure 1 (a) shows a typical illustration of generation of t-th target word where the decoder takes three inputs, i.e., source context c t , previous target word y t−1 and current target state s t while generating one output y t via output state o t . However, the study in suggests that different target words require inconsistent contributions from source context (c t ) and target context (i.e., y t−1 and s t ). For example, to generate translation Xinhua News Agency , Hong Kong, the first word y 1 xinhua is highly related to its source context c 1 while the second and third words y 2 news and y 3 agency are mainly influenced by target context due to the wellformed saying Xinhua News Agency. Similarly, y 5 Hong and y 6 Kong are mainly influenced by source context and target context, respectively. In this paper, we propose adaptive weighting to dynamically control the contribution of each input in a WSM that has a set of inputs. Unlike the conventional weights that are independent of each other, adaptive weights are learned to be dependent on each other and more importantly be able to dynamically select the amount of input information. Specifically, we use gate mechanism to incorporate adaptive weights in GRU and in computing the output states. Experimentation on both Chinese-to-English and English-to-German translation tasks demonstrates that NMT systems with adaptive weighting are able to much improve the translation accuracy. Moreover, through adaptive weights we discuss in-depth on what type of information encoded in the encoder and how information influences the generation of a target word.
NMT with Attention Mechanism
In this section, we review NMT model with attention mechanism. Encoder-decoder model with attention mechanism is one of the most popular frameworks for NMT (Bahdanau et al., 2015) , which consists of an encoder and a decoder, as shown in Figure 2 . In the following, m refers to the embedding size of both source and target sides, and n the hidden state size of the two sides. E x j returns the word embedding for source word x j while e(y t ) returns the word embedding for target word y t . Encoder: Given a source sentence x = (x 1 , · · · , x J ), the encoder first converts each word x j into a realvalued m-dimensional vector E x j via the embedding matrix E ∈ R m×|Vs| , where V s is the source-side vocabulary. Then the encoder uses bidirectional RNN: the forward RNN reads the input sequence from left to right and outputs a forward sequence of hidden states (
; likewise the backward RNN operates from right to left and outputs a backward sequence (
. Each source word x j is represented as h j (also referred to as word annotation vector): the concatenation of hidden states − → h j and ← − h j . Such bidirectional RNN encodes not only the word itself but also its left and right context, which can provide important evidence for its translation. Decoder: The decoder is also an RNN that predicts a target sequence y = (y 1 , · · · , y T ). It defines a probability over the translation y by decomposing the joint probability into the ordered conditionals:
where W o ∈ R |Vt|×m is a weight matrix, and V t is the target-side vocabulary. o t is the output state, defined as:
where
are weight matrices. s t is the hidden state of the decoder. c t is the context vector, which is calculated as the summation vector weighted by a tj :
where a tj is the weight of h j , defined as
where e tj = a(s t−1 , h j ) is an alignment model, measuring the degree of matching between the j-th source hidden unit h j and the t-th target hidden unit s t .
Training: The whole model is jointly trained to maximize the conditional log-likelihood of the training data containing I sentence pairs.
where Θ is the set of all parameters, and (x i , y i ) is the i-th sentence pair in the training set.
Adaptive Weighting for NMT
In this section, we propose adaptive weighting for NMT. Our goal is to enable a WSM dynamically selects the amount of input information when there exist two or more inputs. Specifically, we apply the above idea into the attention-based seq2seq model from two perspectives: (1) adaptive weighting for GRU; and (2) adaptive weighting for the output state o t as in Figure 1 .
Gated Recurrent Unit
Gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014a; Cho et al., 2014b ) is a type of hidden unit of RNN which makes each recurrent unit to adaptively capture dependencies of different time scales. A GRU has two gates called reset gate r t and update gate z t , which control the amount of information will "flow through" the network. r t and z t are computed as follows:
where σ(·) is a logistic sigmoid function. Ex t and h t−1 are the input and the previous hidden state. W r , W z ∈ R n×m , U r , U z ∈ R n×n are model parameters which are learned. The new hidden unit h t is computed byh
where tanh(·) is a hyperbolic tangent activation function, and • is an element-wise multiplication. W ∈ R n×m , U ∈ R n×n are model parameters.
Adaptive Weighting for GRU
As shown in Section 3.1, recurrent unit is critical in GRU. Both the reset gate r t and the update gate z t control the amount of previous state h t−1 and current input Ex t being carried over to the current hidden state h t . However, the gate itself either r t or z t , is uniformly set via fixed weights W r (or W z ) and U r (or U z ) for all inputs of Ex t and all previous states of h t−1 . To dynamically select the amount of Ex t and h t−1 , we define a hyper-gate g t to control the flow of information between Ex t and h t−1 explicitly, as shown in Eq. 13.
where W g ∈ R n×m and U g ∈ R n×n are parameters to be learned. Then we add g t to the standard GRU to control how much information from previous hidden state is preserved at current time step explicitly. Accordingly, we update Eq. 9 ∼ 12 with the following equations.
As shown in Eq.14, for example, the input Ex t and the previous state h t−1 are now controlled by weights (1−g t )•W r and g t •U r , respectively, which are dependent on each other and further controlled by the hyper-gate g t .
Note that the NMT model adopts GRU in both encoder and decoder to generate the source side hidden states (i.e., h t ) and the target side hidden states (i.e., s t ), respectively. Therefore, we incorporate adaptive weights for GRUs in both encoder and decoder.
Adaptive Weighting for Output State
As shown in Figure 1 (b) , the decoder iteratively takes three inputs, i.e., source context c t , previous target word y t−1 and current target state s t and generates one output y t via intermediate state o t . In order to dynamically select the amount of c t , y t−1 , and s t , we update Eq. 4 with the following:
where α s , α y , α c can be either scalars or vectors. Together with U o , V o and C o , they control the amount of s t , y t−1 and c t being carried forward, respectively. In this work, we define them as vectors, and α s , for example, is computed as:
where f is a feed-forward neural network. U c ∈ R n×n , V c ∈ R n×m , and C c ∈ R n×2n are parameters to be learned. Similarly, e y and e c can be computed, and consequently α y and α c .
Experiments
To test our approach, we carry out experiments on the tasks of Chinese-to-English (ZH-EN) and Englishto-German (EN-DE) machine translations. 
Training Details and Systems
We train each model with sentences of length up to 50 words for ZH-EN and 60 words (tokens) for EN-DE. The source and target word embedding dimension is 620. The size of the hidden layer is 1000. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to optimize model parameters with a learning rate of 0.0002, and the mini-batch size of 80. For efficient training the neural networks, in ZH-EN translation we limit the source and target vocabularies to the most frequent 30K words, covering approximately 97.7% and 99.3% of the data in the two languages respectively. All out of vocabulary words are mapped to a special token UNK. For EN-DE translation, we apply byte-pair encoding (BPE) 3 (Sennrich et al., 2016) for better handling unknown words and set the vocabulary size as 30K.
We compare the performance of the following NMT systems:
• baseNMT:
We use the open source toolkit dl4mt as our baseline attention-based NMT system (Bahdanau et al., 2015) 4 with most default parameter settings kept the same. For translation, a beam search with size 10 is employed.
• +Adaptive GRU: On baseNMT, we leverage adaptive weighting for GRU, as described in Section 3.2.
• +Adaptive Output: On baseNMT, we leverage adaptive weighting for the output state, as described in Section 3.3.
• +Both: On baseNMT, we leverage adaptive weighting for both GRU and the output state. (Koehn, 2004) . Table 1 shows the performance of ZH-EN translation measured in BLEU score. From the table, we have the following observations.
Experimental Results: ZH-EN Translation
• NMT models are benefited from adaptive weighting for either GRU or the output state. Moreover, the system of Adaptive GRU outperforms the system of Adaptive Output (i.e., 36.62 vs. 35.93 on all test sets).
• Fortunately, the improvements from adaptive weighting for GRU and the output state have little overlap. Combining the two types of adaptive weighting leads to more improvement on all test sets with the only exception of MT 08. Compared to baseNMT, the system +Both yields significant improvement of 1.49 BLEU scores, suggesting the positive effect of dynamically controlling the amount of input information being carried forward.
Experimental Results: EN-DE Translation
The results on English-German translation are presented in Table 2 . It shows that leveraging adaptive weighting for GRU and the output state leads to significant improvement of 0.92 BLEU scores over all test sets. Overall, the performance trend over the proposed systems is consistent with that of ZH-EN translation. 
System

Parameters and Training Speed
As shown in Table 1 , the proposed models introduce new parameters in different ways. 5 The baseline system has 89.8M parameters. The Adaptive GRU system introduces additional 7.8M parameters. The Adaptive output system introduces additional 3.4M parameters. When running on a single GPU GeForce GTX 1080, the baseline model speeds 1.1 second per batch with 150K updates for ZH-EN, and 600K updates for EN-DE tasks, while the improved system (+Both) only increases the training time by about 12%. 
Discussion
In this section, we further look at the +Both system and the baseNMT system to explore more on how adaptive weighting help in ZH-EN translation.
Analysis on Word Alignment
In the encoder, the Adaptive GRU uses adaptive weights to control the information flow of previous state and the current input. Thus, it has a direct impact on word representation vectors (i.e., hidden states) of source words. We conjecture that better word representation will help the decoder be able to attend to appropriate source words in decoding. To test this hypothesis, we carry out experiments of the word alignment task on the evaluation dataset from Liu and Sun (2015) , which contains 900 manually aligned Chinese-English sentence pairs. We force the decoder to output reference translations, as to get automatic alignments between input sentences and their reference translations. To evaluate alignment performance, we report the alignment error rate (AER) (Och and Ney, 2003) and the soft AER (SAER) (Tu et al., 2016) in Table 3 . It shows that adaptive weighting improves the attention model.
System
AER SAER baseNMT 43.0 55.7 +Both 40.9 54.6 Table 3 : Evaluation of word alignment for ZH-EN translation. The lower the AER or SAER, the better the alignment quality.
Effects on Long Sentences
Following Bahdanau et al. (2015), we group sentences of similar lengths together and compute BLEU scores. Figure 3 presents the BLEU scores over different lengths of input sentences. It shows that systems with adaptive weighting consistently outperform baseNMT on all sentence lengths. It also shows that the performance drops substantially when the length of input sentences increases from 20. This performance trend over the length is consistent with the translation output in (Wang et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2016; .
Quantitative Analysis
Due to the continuous representations and non-linearity of neural networks. It is difficult to interpret the internal workings of NMT model (Ding et al., 2017 Analysis on encoder. In GRU, g t in Eq. 14 ∼ 16 indicates that the importance of h t−1 . The lower g t is, the more important the word content itself x t and the less important the previous state h t−1 . To obtain word representation vectors, the encoder uses a forward GRU and a backward GRU to read an input sentence in two directions. Table 4 presents the average g t values in the forward GRU and the backward GRU. Interestingly, as shown in the table, the two GRUs behave differently in choosing amount of input word x t and previous hidden state h t−1 . There also exists a consistent trend in the two GRUs that as expected, content words usually have lower g t than function words, indicating that the encoder focuses more on the words themselves while encoding content words. Analysis on decoder. In the output states, we assign α s to control the current hidden state s t , α y to the previously generated word y t−1 and α c to the source context c t . Table 5 lists their average values for a few typical target words in the development set MT06. From it, we observe that:
• Generally speaking, the decoder pays more attention to the current hidden states s t than either source context c t or previous target word y t−1 .
• As expected, the decoder works differently in selecting how much source context to generate different types of target words. For example, comma, period and the end of sentence token EOS have the lowest α c scores in that they are mainly decided by the translation content itself and less influenced by source context. This explains why it is surprising that target side EOS aligns to source side EOS in low frequency (e.g., 20%).
• Similarly, function words, including prepositions (e.g., of, to, on) and auxiliary words (e.g., is, has) have low α c scores too, indicating that their generation is less decided by source context.
• Compared to function words, content words (e.g., US, China, president) are opt to have higher α c scores, suggesting the decoder considers more on source context to generate target side content words.
• However, there are also scenarios that some target content words are less influenced by source context. In 1-to-many translation where a source content word aligns to multiple target content words (i.e., 新华社/Xinhua News Agency, 香港/Hong Kong, and 纽约/New York), the first target content word usually has higher α c score while the others have lower α c scores. Figure 4 illustrates the changes of α s , α c , and α y in a real translation Xinhua News Agency, Hong Kong. Figure 4 : α s , α y and α c scores in a real translation "新华社 香港 / Xinhua News Agency , Hong Kong". In it, there exist two 1-to-many correspondences, i.e., 新华社/Xinhua News Agency, and 香港/Hong Kong.
Related Work
We describe related work from two perspectives. Gate mechanism. Our work is partially inspired by studies of gate mechanism for neural networks. Following the success of LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and GRU (Cho et al., 2014a; Cho et al., 2014b) , the gate mechanism has become standard components in RNN. Recently, Srivastava et al. (2015) employ gate units to regulate information flow, called highway networks. The most relevant work to ours is , in which they propose context gate to control the ratios of the source context (i.e., c t ) and target context (i.e., y t−1 and s t−1 ) for computing next target state s t . On the contrary, we use gate units to regulate information flow in computing the output state o t . Moreover, we propose adaptive weighting for GRU through gate units. Interpretation for neural networks. Attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017 ) offers a way of understanding the contribution of every source words to the generation of a target word. Ding et al. (2017) propose to use layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) to interpret the internal workings of NMT and analyze translation errors. Moreover, Karpathy et al. (2015) and propose to visualize and understand RNNs for natural language processing. In this work, we use the proposed gates in both encoder and decoder to analyze what types of information encoded in the encoder and what types of information influences the generation of a target word.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach to regulate the information flow in neural machine translation model explicitly. This is done by employing adaptive weights through gate units. We apply adaptive weighting for both GRU and the output intermediate state. Experimental results on Chinese-to-English and English-to-Germany translation tasks show that the proposed approach achieves better translation performance and alignment quality over baseline NMT system.
